Expulsion For Use of Field Day

Students using bronze or other cases on Field Day will be expelled from the University. This is the first step in the Field Day Committee's program to improve the safety of the operations, according to the chairman of the committee. The move is intended to prevent any injuries and fatalities, which have been reported in recent years.

M. I. T. HAS BOOTH AT INDUSTRY SHOW

Have Exhibits of Industrial Work Being Done at M. I. T.

Technology will be represented at this year's Cambridge Industrial Exposition. It was announced last night, and much has already been done. The affair, which is an annual one, will be held at the Institute of Technology Armory in Cambridge, opposite the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, from 3 to 5 o'clock on Monday and Tuesday.

The Institute hopes to have the various departments give exhibits of the Institute, include its work in engineering, chemistry, physics, and other fields. The exhibits will be taken out to the Institute of Technology Armory in Cambridge, opposite the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, from 3 to 5 o'clock on Monday and Tuesday.

M. I. T. MAY RECEIVE LARGE TESTING TANK

During the past month there has been a great deal of attention paid to the large tank for the Navy Architectural Department. This tank will be used for testing metals and materials, and will be a valuable addition to the resources of the Department. The project has been under discussion for some time, and has been given much consideration by the authorities at the Institute. The tank is expected to be ready for use within the next few weeks.

Department of Chemistry Will Show Movies of Chemistry of Industries

Bi-Weekly Pictures Will Tell Stories of Commercial Processes

Motion pictures of chemistry showing the various processes and experimental work that is being done in the Department of Chemistry, are being prepared for the use of students and the public. The pictures will be shown in the auditorium of the Chemistry building on Wednesday evenings, beginning at 4 o'clock.

These pictures will be shown in room 100 of the Chemistry building on Wednesday evenings, beginning at 4 o'clock. A partial schedule of the films to be shown is as follows:

Oct. 30—The Story of Petroleum

Nov. 3—Oxides, the Wonder Material

Nov. 17—Modern Methods of Control in Industry

Dec. 15—Methods of Freezing and Freezing by Ice

De: 22—Methods of Freezing and Freezing by Ice

Jan. 19—The Utilization of Waste Materials

Sophomores have large turn-outs for all events.

More Football Men Are Needed—Freshman-War Has Only 3 Men Out

Both Crews Are Strong

With Field Day falling this year on November 21st, the traditional clash between the two upper classes of M. I. T. is expected to be a rousing affair. Both the Sophomores and freshmen will vie with each other for the title of champion, in football, over, relay, and tug of war, and upon the outcome of these events depend the honors to be bestowed on the field day. The presenters clip off any demonstration events, as such are not this year. It will mean the first freshmen win in a field day. It will be the first time that the Sophomores have ever fallen to the freshmen in our history. It will be the first time that the seniors have ever been defeated by the Sophomores. The Sophomores are expected to give a very fine demonstration in the tug of war, but the Sophomores are expected to give a very fine demonstration in the tug of war, and in many other events.
THE TECH

THE OPEN FORUM

UPPERCLASSMEN ARE NOT TOO ALOOOF

The question on one hears on all sides these days, "Why isn't the fresh-
mans show held down for them by the Rifle Company?" What is the
matter? Are the freshmen becoming inac-
tual? Do their solidarity compel these mass evictions of the authority of
the upperclassmen?

Complain to rebel against these offi-
cials who are just as goods as we are. We are not their freshmen, those
blaming members of the old traditions which surrounded the show haste either
been to graduation and a constant influx of new mens. Many of the
old traditions which used to enjoy in past years. While we can't agree with the
G. I. Chatfield '28 ................... Editor
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the Tech Show performances, for it is the real Technology gathering.

Undergraduates and local alumni are in attendance, neverthe-
less在外 performances have been assuming more of a profes-
sion tendency and so spread their spirit and enthusiasm throughout
the house that the Tech Show will once more assume its true

According to an alumnus, the Tech Show of years ago was
to be an occasion for a real Technology gathering in the way that it
is more than one phase of a phenomenon at once. They see but
are able to ascertain their general validity.

Draw correct generalizations from the facts in any given ease.

GENERALIZATIONS ON COLLEGES

It is rather interesting to notice the various ideals that differ-
ent people hold for the perfect college. For instance Ste-
phen Leacock's idea of forming a college according to "The
New Student" is to get a few fellows together in a room with a
pipe apiece, and then if there is any money left, hire a few
New Student" is to get a few fellows together in a room with a

According to an alumnus, the Tech Show of years ago was
more of an occasion for a real Technology gathering
than anything else, as well the possible exception of Tech
Night.

The last few years have seen a change, however, for the
Boston performances have been assuming more of a profes-
sional class than before. While it is true that many of the
undergraduates and local alumni are in attendance, neverthe-
less, each performance has seen an increasing number of out-
siders present, with a consequent loss of the spirit that marked
the real Technology gathering.

We are not in any way implying that we wish to exclude
these outsiders from the Tech Show performances, for it is
partly through them and their interest that Technology becom-
es known. Once one college is seen to be interesting, it becomes
more obvious that the alumini and the undergraduates continue in their atten-
ance and so spread their spirit and enthusiasm throughout
the house that the Tech Show will once more assume its true
position as the greatest Technology assembly.

NEW DRESS CLOTHES
FOR HIRE

READ & WRITE

SPECIAL STUDENT DATES

NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION

PUBLISHED EVERY MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY FOR THE STUDENTS, FACULTY AND ALUMNI OF M. T. by the students of the college. Entered as second class matter at the Post Office at Boston, Massachusetts, under the Act of Congress of March 3, 1879. Copyright, 1927, by the students of the college. Subscription price, $2.50 per year. Address all communications to D. T. Houston, Business Manager.
FORTY-EIGHT MEN ON RELAY SQUADS

Sophomores and Freshmen Are Equally Represented on Track

With Field Day a little over two weeks away the Sophomores and Freshmen are gaining every opportunity to show what they can do. Several relay teams have been formed with a large number of men who turned out for the first meet in Overman Gymnasium last Saturday. The Sophomores intend to take part in the intercollegiate track meet comprising twenty clubs. The meet is to be held at the University of Michigan next month and is to be followed by a match between the Sophomores and the Freshmen. The Sophomore team consists of twenty-four members. First place in the Eastern intercollegiate meet is to be determined by the score of 3-6, 6-3, 6-2.

The meet was encouraging to Coaches Osborn and Steele who are interested in the continued development of track for the purpose of meeting last year's champion team which pulled the cards of '19 off their best in two short hot pull last Saturday. This is the second week of practice and only three fresh have indicated their intention of using their part in the meet. The Sophomores have had more than a full team out and their first practice was considered all from both classes during the first two weeks and reports that the Sophomores look as if they would have little trouble in winning for the second successive year. Almost invariably the freshmen have lagged slightly in attendance behind the Sophomores but wake up to the realization that they have more than a full team out and that the Sophomore football team which pulled the Class of '29 off their best in two short hot pull last Saturday. The Sophomores look as if they would have little trouble in winning for the second successive year.

The Sophomores are organized for the purpose of meeting last year's champion team which pulled the cards of '19 off their best in two short hot pull last Saturday. They will train in detail as under the leadership of their newly elected captain, Richard Balter, who took a workout yesterday, in spite of the rain, on the Harvard course where they will meet the Holy Cross team on Saturday.

ANNOUNCING
Sixth Intercollegiate Ball
GRAND BALL ROOM-CONRAD HAVEN HOTEL
EVENING BEFORE AND EVENING OF HARVARD-DARTMOUTH GAME

Harvard-Dartmouth Game will be held a few days before the final game of the season between Harvard and Yale. The Sophomore team of the Harvard Medical School will be chosen after the intercollegiate game and no man need be afraid to make the trip Saturday.

SOPHOS LOOK GOOD IN ROPE PULLING PRACTICE HEAVES

Lack of Freshmen Candidates Gives Second Year Men Big Advantage

As far as the Sophomores are concerned, the Sophomore team is good, since there is a long way to go until the final game of the season between Harvard and Yale. The Sophomore team of the Harvard Medical School will be chosen after the intercollegiate game and no man need be afraid to make the trip Saturday.

To the Daniel Boone in every man...

It is still the day of the trail blazer. In the field of industry the men are cutting new paths in the knowledge of their art. This industry is continually on the threshold of new ideas, with each development opening up a vista for its explorers to track.

Drake's field work at the last two investigations seems far to have determined the enthusiasm of the men. The fields are already open and the men are working with enthusiasm. The men know that the better they work and the more they practice, the more they will learn. The men are working hard and are ready to practice.

SOPHOMORE FOOTBALL

CROSS COUNTRY
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CHEMICAL SOCIETY WILL GIVE SMOKER

Feature of Program Is Talk by
H. M. Smith, Professor Of Chemistry

The Technical Chemical Society will hold its first meeting in Room 10-250 Walker, tomorrow night at 7:30. An interesting program is promised, featuring the talk of Professor Henry M. Smith of the Department of Chemistry, on "Analytical Methods: A Parallel for Physical Chemistry." The professor will outline a number of experiments which will be presented along with a series of questions to give students an opportunity to participate. Freshmen and any others who have had little opportunity in analytical work before the laboratory may find these questions helpful. A nominal fee of one dollar. Anonymous contributors will be recognized by the name of the person who has contributed for the year will also be made at the close of time.

FACULTY CLUB WILL HOLD MEETING TODAY

Technology's Faculty Club will hold its first meeting in Room 10-250 Walker, tomorrow night at 7:30. The emphasis will be on the social rather than academic side of things. The officers of the present club will review its activities during the past year, and plans will be decided upon for the future. The meeting is open to all faculty members who wish to attend.

FIFTH YEAR V-T-A MEN WIDELY SCATTERED

Graduate students in the Stone and Walker classes of Course VA have been assigned to widely separated posts. Mr. James T. Nembot '17 is farthest removed, being now at work in Rosemont, Pa. With the quality, he finds himself in the fortunate position of being able to call upon his classmates. He has taken it upon himself to organize a committee of graduates, and they are planning to meet in the near future.

MANY ENROLLED IN LOWELL INSTITUTE

Lowell Institute, an evening school held in the Institute building, has its 25th anniversary year on October 3rd. The school is a popular one, and students are eager to attend. The classes are held in the Institute building, and there are many courses to choose from.

FINESSE工業和公共実業

FINESSE Industrial and public utility projects.

FINANCE Industrial and public utility properties.

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO